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Industry News

Detroit: hybrids for middle America
mall cars, hybrids and diesel were
the talk of the 2006 NAIAS auto
show in Detroit, though the stylish Ford
Reflex concept (pictured) was the only
exhibit to combine all three trends in a
single vehicle.
“Small is becoming big in America,”
proclaimed Ford’s director of north
American design, Peter Horbury, as he
unveiled the Reflex, a neat coupé
powered by an advanced diesel-electric
hybrid powertrain. Unusually, it is a
through-the-road hybrid, with the 1.4
litre TDCi diesel driving the front axle
and an electric motor powering the rear
wheels.
CEO Bill Ford promised in November
to boost Ford’s hybrid sales tenfold to
250,000 units by 2010; at January’s
show he confirmed that half of the
group’s Ford, Mercury and Lincoln
model ranges would have hybrid
versions.
GM countered with its first
showroom-ready hybrid, the 2007
Saturn Vue compact SUV and showed
the 2008 Chevrolet Tahoe hybrid, the
first to feature the Two-Mode hybrid
system co-developed with
DaimlerChrysler and BMW. Contained

S

News in brief

Chevrolet Tahoe (top) is the first to show Dual
Mode hybrid system; belt drive motor
generator hybrid option on Saturn Vice (above)
costs just $2000

Half-million hybrids
Toyota announced in the
fourth quarter that its
cumulative worldwide hybrid
sales had passed the 500,000
mark. Further hybrid models
appear in 2006.

Ford’s Reflex concept links a diesel hybrid
powertrain to an attractive compact coupé
format. Ford has promised to build 250,000
hybrids a year by 2010

within the envelope of the automatic
transmission casing, the Two Mode
system achieves a claimed 25 per cent
fuel saving in the V8-powered Tahoe.
The Saturn Vue Green Line is a mild
hybrid and obtains fuel savings of 20
per cent with its belt-driven motor
generator – but its most significant
feature is a price premium of just $2000
over the standard gasoline-only model.
For DaimlerChrysler, diesel engines
were the focus. The group’s new
Bluetec suite of technologies promises
compliance with 2007’s stringent 50state Tier 2 Bin 5 standards and will
feature in a variety of models, including
the Mercedes E, ML, GL and R classes;
it was also shown on a Jeep Grand
Cherokee, though no sale plans were
disclosed.
Yet the biggest breakthrough of all is
promised by the Toyota Camry,
America’s best-selling car. A new
edition was presented in Detroit,
complete with a hybrid derivative with
a 2.4 litre four-cylinder engine giving
192 horsepower in combination with
the electric motor and CVT
transmission. It will be made in the US
at a rate of 50,000 a year.

Prius built in China
Toyota’s Sichuan FAW plant in
China began making Prius
hybrids last month. This is the
first time a Toyota-group
hybrid has been built in a
facility outside Japan.
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Ford, GM swallow
bitter medicine

Following GM’s November
announcement that it would close 12
north American plants and shed 30,000
jobs, Ford has come up with a parallel set
of measures which also seek to reduce
capacity by around a million units.
Statistics compiled by Harbour
Consulting show that in 2005 Toyota’s
north American production facilities were
operating at 111 per cent capacity
utilisation, with Nissan and Honda on 97.
DaimlerChrysler managed 93 per cent
utilisation and GM 87, but for Ford the
figure was only 79 per cent.
Ford’s “Way Forward” measures
include the closure of 14 assembly and
component plants, the loss of up to
30,000 jobs, and a 12 per cent reduction
in the company’s officer headcount. The
measures should lead to profitability in
north America by 2008.

Mahindra hybrid shown
The first Indian-developed
hybrid, a diesel-electric
Mahindra Safari SUV, was
displayed at New Delhi’s Auto
Expo, along with hydrogen
and electric power systems.

Renault claims diesel lead
A new generation of two-litre
diesels developed by Renault
and Nissan claims to set new
efficiency standards, with 175
hp and 6 lit/100 km in its top,
DPF-equipped version.

Audi’s Le Mans diesel
udi is to field a team of dieselpowered endurance racing cars in
the 2006 Le Mans 24 Hours, widely
regarded as the toughest race on the
competition calendar. This will be the
first time diesel fuel has been used in
top-level motor sport.
The R10 racers, powered by new
5.5 litre V12 turbo diesel engines, will
fight for overall victory, says Audi. The
all-aluminium design uses injection
pressures which “easily exceed” the
1600 bar achieved in production cars
and gives a power output of over 650
hp, along with over 1100 Nm torque.
Boost from the twin Garrett
turbochargers is limited to the
regulation 2.94 bar absolute and,

A

claims Audi, the wide useable
powerband between 3000 and 5000
rev/min will mean drivers having to
become accustomed to making fewer
gear changes. The diesel engine is
very smooth and surprisingly quiet,
according to Audi.
Twin diesel particle filters will
ensure that the R10 emits no black
smoke. Disappointingly for
spectators, however, this also means
that R10s will not produce spectacular
flames on the overrun, caused in
gasoline racers by unburnt fuel
igniting in the exhaust system.

Audi R10 will compete for
overall victory at Le Mans –
on diesel fuel

States adopt
California CO2 rules
Seven US states, including Oregon,
Massachusetts and Connecticut, aim to
join California in imposing CO2-emission
limits on automakers, a policy opposed
by the Federal Environmental Protection
Agency. The CO2 limits would be in
addition to existing and planned pollutant
emissions limits.
The auto industry has fought
vigorously against the California
proposals, which take effect from the
2009 model year and call for a 30 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
by 2016. The proposed standards would
require big design changes, say the
carmakers, pushing up costs significantly.
State regulators are taking the initiative,
according to the Washington Post,
because the Federal government and the
EPA have been too slow to act.

SUV loophole closed
Sport utility vehicles will no longer
be able to exploit the less stringent
emissions regulations enjoyed by
commercial vehicles, according to
EU industry commissioner
Gunther Verheugen.

Tri-fuel monster truck
Vast, powered by a 6.8 litre V10 engine and
inspired by a classic railway locomotive,
Ford’s F-250 Super Chief is hardly the
image of an environmentally friendly
truck. Yet its Tri-Flex engine can switch
between three different fuels – gasoline,
E85 ethanol and hydrogen. Switching to
hydrogen mode brings the supercharger
into action to lift
power and

Porsche plans hybrid sedan
Sports car maker Porsche will
include a hybrid version of its
planned four-door luxury sedan
“from the outset”, according to
German magazine auto, motor
und sport.

RICARDO
QUARTERLY
REVIEW
The task of RQ is to highlight the latest
thinking in automotive engineering and
technology worldwide – both within
Ricardo and among other leading
companies. By presenting an up-to-date
mix of news, profiles and interviews with
top business leaders we paint an
interesting and exciting picture of R&D
activity at a world-class automotive
engineering services provider.
It is a formula that has certainly been a
hit with the worldwide automotive
community: in the five years since RQ
was launched we have had to increase
our print run to 14,000 copies to keep
pace with the demand to read about
Ricardo and its activities.
Client confidentiality is of the utmost
importance to Ricardo, which means that
we can only report on a small fraction of
the work carried out by the company. So
we are especially grateful to those
Ricardo customers who have kindly
agreed to co-operate with RQ and allow
their programmes to be highlighted in
print: without such help from customers it
would not be possible to present such a
fascinating insight into the way vehicles
are conceived and developed.

torque to similar levels to gasoline
operation; Ford claims that on hydrogen
the V10 provides up to 12 per cent fuel
economy improvement on an energyequivalent basis versus a nonsupercharged gasoline V10.
The hydrogen system has its own
separate fuel rails and injectors, and the
truck can run for a claimed 500 miles
between fill-ups. Production of the Super
Chief is unlikely, says Ford, but
some of its design ideas may
emerge in later models.

Clean car tax credits
United States customers for
hybrids and other clean vehicles
get additional tax credits from
January 2006: the theoretical
ceiling is $4500, with a Prius
attracting a $3150 benefit.

FCV road approved
Nissan has been granted
approval to road test its X-Trail
fuel-cell vehicle in Japan with 35
MPa hydrogen storage. A 70
MPa pressure version will be
tested in Canada later this year.
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RQ Interview – Ulrich Dohle

Diesel’s No1 Man
Dr Ulrich Dohle, president of diesel systems at the
world’s biggest supplier, Bosch, talks to Tony Lewin
about 2500 bar injection, hybrids, GDI, Euro 5, Euro
6, fuel quality and diesel’s prospects in the United
States and emerging markets
There’s a lot of talk these days
about diesel vehicles going to the
United States. What are the
challenges involved for diesel
engineers?
The US emissions legislation really is
the biggest challenge we are currently
facing. Tier 2, Bin 5 is more severe
than Euro 5. So we have to get raw
emissions down, which involves
working towards homogeneous
combustion – perhaps not the whole
thing, but implementing steps which
are part of the homogeneous concept,
like reduced compression ratio, higher

EGR rates and maybe closed loop
control of combustion. This could be
done by using a compression sensor.
Then there’s aftertreatment: either
lean-NOx trap or SCR technology will
be required. You need to pull all strings
to get to Bin 5 – it really is very, very
challenging.
How much is fuel quality an issue
in north America?
It’s a big issue. The European diesel
cars now being used in the US are
fitted with extra packages which
protect against wear within the fuel
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injection system. It’s water, particles
and the low lubricity of the fuel, which
is a consequence of the
desulphurisation process. Our surveys
show that the fuel quality in the US
runs from very good to very bad – so
it’s not homogeneous.
Gasoline direct injection (GDI)
engines have improved rapidly in
recent years. Are you worried they
might pose a threat to diesel?
I am definitely concerned. The gap
between GDI performance and diesel
is getting narrower. In terms of fuel
consumption, if you do a good job
with GDI the fuel consumption gap
which is now 25 to 30 per cent will
come down to 15 or 20 per cent.
Secondly, when GDIs are used as
performance engines they will come
with a turbocharger, and the turbo will
do something very good for them: it
will improve torque. This means that
the main benefit of the diesel engine –
high torque at low engine speeds –
could also be offered by gasoline

“The US emissions legislation really is the
biggest challenge we are currently facing.
Tier 2, Bin 5 is more severe than Euro 5. So we
have to get raw emissions down, which
involves working towards homogeneous
combustion”
engines, though there’s still a trade-off
with consumption. So, to summarise,
GDI could close the gap somewhat,
but it won’t eliminate the gap.
The cost of hybrids is coming
down, but diesels are becoming
more complex and more
expensive. Could hybrids become
an alternative to diesel?
Hybrids are coming down and diesels
going up, but they’re so far apart that I
don’t think they’ll ever cross. If you
look into the elements of a hybrid car,
everything adds cost – the huge
battery is close to €1000, for instance.
Then there’s the electric motor,
the electronic management
system and other
hardware.

On the other
hand, we’ve learned from the
Lexus RX400h that you can actually
take cost out, too – because the
gearbox shrinks to a simple planetary
device, which is a beautiful concept.
But in total you’re playing in a very
expensive league here: clearly, costs
will come down somewhat with
economies of scale, but at the end of
the day there will still be a gap – to the
advantage of the diesel.
Common rail led to major advances
in diesel performance. What are the
next big steps you see coming?

Common rail is basically a family, so
what we do is to continue to develop
successive generations. We started
with 1350 bar; now 1600 bar is
standard and this year we will
introduce an 1800 bar piezo system
and the following year –2007 – we
want to hit the market with 2000 bar.
We have postponed our 2500 bar
system slightly because Euro 5
[less severe than anticipated]
does not require such
pressure. That’s
our fourth-

about the move from 1200 to 1800 to
2000 bar in just one sentence, but it’s a
major stretch for the materials and the
management of the production plants.
We’re now working on third-generation
carbon layers for our pump, a
component which is also being
stressed to the maximum. In our test
lab we’ve been running systems at
3000 bar: the story goes on – you bring
more energy into the fuel mixing, you
get still finer droplets and better
distribution of the spray.
If a future Euro 6 emission
standard in, say, 2015, halved the
NOx and PM levels of Euro 5, how
would diesel cars cope?
On particulates I think we have come
to a limit at 5 mg,
which won’t
be stretched
further.
Bosch HADI injector
will supply pressures
upto 2500 bar

generation system
and uses pressure
amplification: we’ve been
developing it for nearly three years
now, with very good progress and
results in terms of raw emissions. It’s
not yet required for passenger cars
and light duty [trucks]; however, we
are working on it for heavy duty, and
for this the pressure amplifier system
will go onto the market this year.
Do you see a limit at 2500 bar?
What else can be gained?
You are really challenging the physics
of the materials if you go beyond this.
We produce these injectors at a rate of
50,000 or 60,000 a day, so everything
in the supply chain needs to be perfect
– the raw materials, the steel suppliers,
the steel mills, everything. Every 100
bar is a challenge in itself: we can talk

Euro 6 will definitely target NOx, so I
would say that the systems that are
capable of Tier 2 Bin 5 will also be
capable [if Euro 6 NOx is half that of
Euro 5]. The Speedster we have
developed with Ricardo is already half
of the Euro 5, for instance.
Diesel has not yet penetrated
lower-cost cars such as Europe’s
A-segment and emerging markets.
Are there any solutions that could
enable a genuinely low-cost
diesel?
It’s definitely a challenge, especially for
emerging markets with low-cost
concepts like the €5000 car. We think
that by re-engineering some of our
components we can take costs out –
these are features that do the job for
Euro 4 or Euro 5 but which aren’t
needed for Euro 2 or Euro 3. Based on
that, we have begun to look at more
cost-effective solutions for future
programmes.
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High performance clean diesel

When Bosch needed a demonstrator
to show its board members the longterm low-emission potential of diesel,
it asked Ricardo to adapt a lightweight
Opel Speedster sports car.The result
is a spectacular performer that can
already meet the limits expected for
2015 and beyond

fast, fun and ultra clean
he challenge was simple, but
even by the daunting standards
of Ricardo programmes it was
quite a tough one.
What the people from Bosch wanted
was a diesel car that would meet the
much-tightened worldwide emissions
standards expected for 2015. No
problem, one might imagine – a worldclass organisation like Ricardo could
easily have developed a design in good
time before the regulations came into
force. But the Bosch request was
somewhat more urgent: the programme
was needed within weeks rather than
months or years. Twelve weeks, to be
precise.
That’s the kind of programme
turnaround that would give even a
Formula One team boss a headache.
The starting point for the
programme was an Opel Speedster
Turbo, one of the fastest and lightest
compact sports cars on the market,
together with an Opel Vectra equipped
with the latest GM 1.9 litre turbo diesel
engine, and, naturally, fitted with
Bosch diesel injection equipment.
While it was recognised that the
gasoline and diesel engines are both
fitted in many GM cars, it was clear
that the differences were significant
and that the diesel engine would not
be a straight swap. All four engine
mounts had to be repositioned and the
six speed gearbox gave very different
driveshaft positions – and there was a
further hurdle on the electrical front:
the Vectra operates on a CAN bus
electronic architecture, which was
incapable of communicating with the
Speedster’s hardware. As a result a
new engine ECU had to be specified.

T

Insider knowledge comes up trumps
Very much on the positive side,
however, was Ricardo’s intimate
knowledge of Bosch fuel injection and
control systems as well as its extensive
experience of the GM 1.9 litre power
unit, born out of several research
programmes with it. These included
the Fiat-GM-Powertrain, VROM and
Ricardo Low NOx Demonstrator
Programme. “We know this engine like
the back of our hand from the
collaborative low NOx programme,”
said Speedster project engineer Chris
Ward. “We’d already done lots of work
on it to reach very low engine-out
emissions, so we had a pretty good
idea of the specific approach needed
for the Speedster. Euro 4+ was our
starting point for development.”
Knowledge of the terrain enabled the
engine team to get off to a flying start
on the internal changes to the
powerplant itself. The first step was to
replace the standard pistons with
bespoke ones giving a reduced

compression ratio of 16.5:1 with
Ricardo Euro 5+ bowl geometry
carefully tailored to reworked ports
and inlet manifold giving optimised
combustion characteristics.
The EGR cooler operated with a
sophisticated model-based bypass
control allowing control of manifold
temperature under warm-up and lightload operation to give the optimum
control of HC and CO emissions under
very low NOx operation. The reduced
compression ratio allowed a further
reduction in gas temperatures to
ensure a substantial cut in raw NOx
emissions, and revised injector nozzles
were specified to optimise fuel droplet
distribution.
On the front of the engine a Garrett
Step 3 turbocharger took over from the
standard Vectra unit. “This,” says Ward,
“is a great match for the low emissions
150hp engine. It allows optimum partload operation for best emissions and
efficiency, with fast response and
excellent low speed boost.”

The diesel Speedster and future emissions standards
Speedster
turbo
gasoline g/km

Speedster
turbo
diesel g/km

Proposed
Euro 5 limits
for 2010 g/km

Possible
Euro 6 limits
for 2015 g/km

HC

0.059

0.023

–

–

CO

0.329

0.075

0.500

0.500

NOx

0.042

0.067

0.200

0.100

HC+NOx

0.101

0.090

0.250

0.150

PM

–

0.001

0.005

0.005

CO2

202

119.5

140*

>120*

All values in g/km. Source: Ricardo, EU; *= ACEA fleet average targets 2008, 2012
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On the inlet side the standard charge
air cooler from the gasoline car was
found to be adequate, even though
diesels have a much greater air
throughput; on the exhaust system the
standard Vectra oxidation catalyst,
cross pipe and flexi were retained, with
the middle part of the system – just
behind the transaxle – modified to
accept a state-of-the-art diesel
particulate filter (DPF). The silencer and
tailpipe were the stock Speedster items.
A tight fit
It was only when the diesel engine was
poised on the winch above the
Speedster’s compact, central engine
bay that the Ricardo engineers realised
just how many fine adjustments were
going to have to be made to allow this
unit to sit comfortably on its mounts.
In many places there was insufficient –
or even zero – clearance between
components and the chassis subframe,
requiring some rework.
“The success of this project was in
the focus on resolving many very fine
details in record time,” remembers
Chris Ward. “Things like the gear input
sensor, the signal for the speedometer,
the brake lights – they were all tricky
because they were affected by the
change of engine ECU.”
Such was the extent of the extra
electrical componentry, in fact, that of
the 45 kg weight gain the Speedster
underwent, ten kg was down to the
additional wiring.

the calibration was completed in a
desk-top environment such that less
than one week was needed to
complete the first level emissions and
driveability calibration in the car.
“It’s much more driveable than the
gasoline model,” says Ward. “The
gasoline car picks up very strongly
between 4000 and 6500 rev/min when
the turbo comes in – it’s very rapid
then. But with the diesel the torque is
in a much more useable place, much
lower down the rev range.
“There’s a huge amount of torque
from below 2000 rpm,” enthuses Ward.
“And the ratios of the six-speed
gearbox make very good use of this.”
All who have driven the Speedster
agree it is a powerful driving
experience: even Dr Ulrich Dohle, head
of diesel at Bosch, grins broadly at the
recollection of his experience in the car.
Engineers are rarely satisfied,
however, and Chris Ward comments
that with further development “we
could have got it even better.”
Serious fun
With the Speedster, especially in its
new diesel form, providing such a
thrilling drive, it is easy to forget that
there is a serious side to the
programme, too. The mission of this
project was to demonstrate that even

cars which comply with the strictest
emissions regulations in the world can
be fun too. The Speedster proves this
beyond all doubt.
Right now, in Europe, Euro 5 limits
proposed for 2010 will allow 80 per cent
of today’s emissions of NOx, and with
just one fifth of today’s particle
emissions. The Speedster’s mission was
to achieve these results or better – but
once again it exceeded expectations.
Not only did it prove even more fun to
drive than anticipated, but it also
undershot those emissions values by a
considerable margin. By enough of a
margin, in fact, to meet the predicted
Euro 6 standards that could well run
from 2015 to 2020 – less than half the
values of Euro 5.
At the end of the vehicle’s short
development period, it clocked up
impressive scores on the emissions
dyno – see panel – and an even more
impressive fuel consumption figure: at
just 4.6 lit/100 km or 120 g CO2 per km
it is one of the most economical cars
on the road.
Next steps
Two diesel Speedsters have been built
by Ricardo: the first is with Bosch, while
the second has stayed with Ricardo.
Both will be updated in parallel as new
developments are introduced.
The first major target will be to
achieve compliance with US Tier
2 Bin 5 norms, widely
regarded as even more

Calibration
Ricardo’s solid bank of
experience with diesel
calibration again proved
invaluable when it came to
calibrating the engine in its
new, and much lighter
installation. The major part of
Ian Penny of Ricardo and Dr Ulrich
Dohle of Bosch (top left) discuss the
diesel Speedster programme,
completed in 12 weeks.

severe than Euro 5. This will involve
further development of very low engineout emissions with DPF, pending even
lower emissions with further
aftertreatment development.
One way or another, however, this
much is clear: if there’s a way to make
emissions compliance fun, then this
must be it.
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Suzuki Grand Vitara
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Cross-country

COLLABORATION
Suzuki, Renault and Ricardo have just completed a three-partner
programme to deliver a state-of-the-art diesel version of the new-generation
Grand Vitara SUV. Tony Lewin reports on a challenging project which went
from feasibility study to series production in a remarkable 19 months

uzuki is something of a well kept
secret in the international auto
industry, even though it is a
major player in the motorcycle
business and the two million unit
output of its automobile operations
places it twelfth in the world car
production league.
Yet despite these impressive
numbers, Suzuki rarely figures on the
comment pages of the world’s financial
journals. The reason is simple: Suzuki
is one of very few automakers to have
been consistently profitable – and
consistently expanding – ever since
anyone can remember. This growth is
so steady and so predictable that, to
the news-hungry city editor, Suzuki
simply isn’t news.
The company’s expansion has been
built on small cars, such as the Alto, in

S

Grand Vitara: Suzuki chose Renault as diesel
engine supplier; Renault chose Ricardo as
development partner

Japan, India and Asia, and on
lightweight SUVs, which have found a
receptive audience the world over.
As the world’s largest single market,
Europe naturally figures strongly in
Suzuki’s strategy, with a plant having
opened in Hungary in 1993. Suzuki
now sells upwards of a quarter of a
million cars annually in Europe. But
this advance, along with the steady
increase in size and sophistication of
its passenger cars and SUVs, has
given Suzuki a dilemma – what to do
about diesel engines.
Second-generation Grand Vitara
Diesels are fast becoming a marketing
necessity, even in the A- and B-sectors
where Suzuki’s small cars compete.
But in the SUV segment a diesel is an
absolute essential: without a diesel,
you’re nowhere.
“According to our research,” says
Koji Yamada, SUV vehicle line
executive at Suzuki, “about 70 per cent

of Grand Vitara-class SUV sales in
Europe’s top-five markets in the first
half of 2005 were diesel-powered.
That’s based on our own previous
Grand Vitara, the Toyota RAV-4, Nissan
X-Trail and Honda CR-V.”
Suzuki’s dilemma was clear. With
Europeans expected to buy almost
half the 180,000 planned annual
volume of the new Grand Vitara, a
state-of-the-art diesel derivative was a
must if Suzuki was to stay ahead of
the game.
“The diesel version is indispensable
to the car business in Europe,” says
Yamada. “We expect that the sales
volume of diesel version will be, at a
maximum, 50,000 units out of the
whole new Grand Vitara annual target
in Europe.”
Yet even this volume would still not
be large enough to make it worthwhile
for Suzuki to develop its own diesel.
Thus it was that Yamada and his
team decided to continue Suzuki’s
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Suzuki Grand Vitara

Grand Vitara technical specification
Engine
Capacity
Max power
Peak torque
Transmission
Kerb weight
Towing capacity
Max speed
0-100 km/h acceleration
CO2 emissions,
ECE combined cycle

Renault F9Q turbodiesel
1870 cc
95 kW @ 3750 rev/min
300 Nm @ 2000 rev/min
5-speed manual plus transfer
1495-1550 kg (for 3-door), 1590-1660 kg (for 5-door)
1600 kg (for 3-door), 2000 kg (for 5-door)
170 km/h
12.8 sec (for 3-door), 13.2 sec (for 5-door)
195 g/km (for 3-door), 205 g/km (for 5-door)

“The DPF regeneration and supervisor
calibration proceeded according to plan and
achieved the demanding targets”
Bernard Lasnel, Renault Moteurs
policy of buying in its diesel engines
from European specialists; this had
been successful in the past, with a 1.5
litre Renault K9K unit going into the
compact Jimny SUV, Fiat-GM’s Z13DT
powering the small passenger cars
and PSA’s DW10TD under the bonnet
of the outgoing Vitara range.
Yet for the much more luxurious newgeneration Grand Vitara, something
more powerful would be required –
something that would allow Suzuki to
compete on level terms with the best
from Europe, Japan and the US.
Renault: selected as engine supplier
Though the commercial details are
understandably confidential, it is
pretty clear that Suzuki’s search for an
engine provider for the new Grand
Vitara began and ended with Renault.
Engineers at Renault Moteurs, the
division of the French automaker
which sells transmissions and engines
to outside customers, quickly
established that their latest two-litre
F9Q would fit the new Grand Vitara’s
engine bay, even though this meant
adapting it for longitudinal – rather
than transverse – installation and
altering its characteristics to suit all
wheel-drive and off-road applications.
By now it was summer 2003 and the
clock was already ticking: barely 24
months remained before Suzuki’s
planned start of production and
Renault needed to assemble a team of
experts capable of delivering a
challenging engine programme to a
very demanding schedule.
The programme was doubly
challenging as the new Grand Vitara
was a relatively heavy vehicle which

was to run with a diesel particulate
filter (DPF) and meet Euro IV
emissions levels right from the start.
“That’s the reason why we chose
Ricardo straight away to sub-contract
this programme,” says Bernard Lasnel,
engineering general manager at
Renault Moteurs and responsible for
running the programme.
“We based our choice on the fact
that Ricardo had already developed
SUVs with DPFs for other customers,”
he recalls. “It was the key issue for me
in making the choice. We needed to
make sure there was enough
experience there.”
In fact, says Lasnel, the DPF
regeneration and supervisor
calibration proceeded according to
plan and achieved the demanding
calibration targets, even in slow speed
city drive cycles.
The starting point for the programme
was an initial feasibility study. Ricardo
worked with mule Mégane
components to simulate the engine’s
emissions performance under the
higher road load curve of the heavier
and less aerodynamically efficient SUV
vehicle, while Renault worked in
parallel in establishing the feasibility of
the north-south engine location.
“We achieved encouraging results
from this study,” remembers Phil
Mortimer, chief programme engineer
on the Ricardo side. “So Suzuki and
Renault made the decision to move
forward on the basis of these results.
Division of responsibility
A major element in the success of the
programme was the way the different
responsibilities were subcontracted
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and how clear communication was
maintained throughout.
The physical integration of the
engine into the vehicle was handled
jointly by Suzuki and Renault, while
Ricardo was responsible to Renault
throughout for the entire engine
tuning and calibration process – plus
some WAVE simulation and analysis
work on the engine’s intake system,
which had to be developed from
scratch for this application. Thus
Renault also created a new front end
to the exhaust system, a specific
turbocharger, and redesigned the
diesel’s sump to adapt it for the 4WD
system as well as the extreme angles
of tilt likely to be encountered in offroad driving.
With the feasibility study having
established the viability of the project,
contracts were signed in November
2003 – giving the team just 19 months
before the scheduled start of
production in June 2005.
“It certainly was quite a challenge,”
says Ian Penny, global director of diesel
engineering at Ricardo. “It was very
short, and also demanding – because it
was a new vehicle, a new driveline and
the upgrade of the engine, all in
parallel. There were so many new
things coming together – new software,
a new DPF specification and many
systems that were unique, such as the
intake and exhaust systems.”
By December 2003 mainprogramme engines were up and
running, beginning six months of
calibration work aimed at refining
emissions performance and
establishing a calibration strategy for
the DPF.
By March the following year the first
prototype vehicles had arrived from
Japan and on-road testing could begin
using calibrations transferred from the
engine dynos and desk top calibration.
Unusually for an all-new vehicle, the

Grand Vitara diesel programme became more
demanding when the vehicle definition was
raised to include full-time 4x4

availability of prototypes was
excellent. Up to 20 were made
available at various stages, and
Lasnel, Penny and Mortimer were each
evidently pleased with the way this
eased the progress of the project.
The mission gets tougher
An unexpected slowdown in progress
occurred in May 2004, little more than
a month into the development
programme, when Suzuki upgraded
the vehicle’s technical definition and
decided to adopt full-time four wheel
drive across the whole range, in place
of the previous switchable system.
“We now had to cope with more
drag through the 4WD system, as well

as extra mass,” remembers Mortimer.
“The three-door model managed to
stay in the same inertia category, but
the five-door moved up a class. This
meant that the road load curve moved
up, absorbing more power and
impacting both emissions and fuel
economy.”
Mortimer recalls that the
deterioration in emissions
performance was of the order of 20
per cent – a sizeable deficit to make up
on a programme already under time
pressure.
All the partners quickly chipped in
with solutions. Suzuki was able to
tweak the aerodynamics to reduce the
drag of the body; Renault, at Ricardo’s
request, made changes to the engine
control strategy to allow more
flexibility in the calibration, and
Ricardo itself recommended a change
to the final drive ratio, based on V-SIM
simulation work it had carried out.
Ricardo had to make some rapid
changes to the calibration, including
optimisation around the new control
strategies implemented by Renault.
According to Mortimer, Ricardo’s use
of advanced Design of Experiment
(DoE) calibration tools was invaluable
in the rapid assessment of the impact
of the vehicle changes and the
subsequent re-optimisation of the
engine calibration for emissions, with
minimal impact on combustion noise
and fuel consumption.
These measures, together with
many scores of detailed changes, were

Programme timeline

April 2003
Renault contacted by Suzuki as
potential engine supplier
June 2003
Ricardo contacted by Renault for
potential feasibility study
July 2003
Feasibility study begins
September 2003
Feasibility study findings positive
November 2003
Contracts signed; Ricardo
responsible for all emissions
calibration
December 2003
First engines running on bench
March 2004
First prototypes drive on road
May 2004
Vehicle specification uprated to
permanent 4WD. Major impact on
emissions necessitates new
calibrations
September 2004
Hot weather altitude testing in
Spain and France
December 2004
Cold weather testing, Kiruna,
Sweden
February 2005
Hot weather altitude validation,
Chile
March 2005
Calibration freeze
June 2005
Start of production
September 2005
European debut of Grand Vitara,
Frankfurt auto show
Autumn 2005
Grand Vitara on sale across Europe
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“ The keys to success... were programme
management, leadership and the mutual
trust relationship” Koji Yamada, Suzuki
enough to bring the engine’s
emissions and performance back
inside the required parameters; now,
the detailed and painstaking task of
final engine calibration and durability
testing could begin.
Two summers in six months
The compressed programme
timescale and the minor, but
significant, delay resulting from the
change in the vehicle’s technical
definition meant that the durability
and extreme climate testing schedules
had to be run back to back. Thus it was
that while ten engines were running
flat out in test cells, others were
undergoing transient emissions tests
on chassis dynos and four vehicles

were amassing over 450,000 km in
intensive city, mountain, circuit and
motorway testing.
“Our first summer testing was in
Spain in September 2004,” recalls
Lasnel. “During this mission we
checked all the underhood component
temperatures, we checked the cooling
was sufficient, and Ricardo calibrated
the smoke level and also the
turbocharger speed – there’s always
the risk of turbocharger overspeed at
altitude.”
During this mission an unusual
capability of the diesel version
emerged: it was able to tow a similar
car for 30 km all the way to the top of
the Sierra Nevada in 30-degree heat.
“We didn’t have any problems at all,”
says Lasnel. “It’s very robust.”
From then it was off to arctic-circle
Kiruna in Sweden for cold-climate
tests, with only a short break before
the resumption of final hot-weather
altitude validation work in Chile.
“Because we’d had to re-engineer
some parts of the vehicle calibration
because of the specification change,
we hadn’t been able to do all the hot
altitude testing in the northern
hemisphere,” says Penny. “That’s why
we had to add in Chile to achieve the
programme timing.”
With temperature of 35 degrees at
2000 metres, Chile provides a tough
driving environment. DPF
regeneration at altitude can present
particular problems because of the
Ian Penny of Ricardo and Bernard Lasnel of
Renault Moteurs after the successful
completion of the Grand Vitara programme
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lack of oxygen, but the test team
operated it at well above the validated
2500 metre altitude required for the
European market with no difficulty;
the team is due shortly to return to the
same area to test further derivatives.
Quality was a major consideration
for the development programme and
extensive validation testing was
carried out on the vehicles.
Throughout, the emissions were
measured at different mileage points.
“We were very satisfied with the
emissions, even at 100,000 km,” says
Lasnel, adding that particular
emphasis was also placed on
validating the DPF system in intensive
city driving, where DPF regeneration
can be an issue.
The final phase in the testing
programme was certification testing
on the bench with representative
hardware from production tooling.
This incorporated engine power and
smoke cycles on the test bench and
emissions, diagnostics and DPF
regeneration on the chassis dyno. The
certification in March 2005 was the last
step before production go-ahead was
given in April.
Programme management
All involved agree that the new Grand
Vitara was a very clean launch overall,
and that much of the credit for this
must go to the exceptionally good
management of this complex, multipartner programme.
While Renault retained overall
charge of the programme and handled
almost all communication with Suzuki,
all the partners were able to
communicate through a secure web
space set up using the RInc Ex system,
developed by Ricardo. This allowed
everyone involved to flag up problems
and to keep track of updates generated
by other partners.
When it came to engineering
gateways and the formal sign-offs at
specified points in the programme, all
partners would meet together to agree
the decisions.
“Our customer was always Renault,”
says Phil Mortimer. “Our
communication with them was
frequent and effective, and we had
meetings every three or four weeks
throughout the programme.”
Suzuki, the final customer, was also
impressed by the smooth running of
the programme, especially the
atmosphere of trust which built up.
“The keys to success of this
programme were programme
management, leadership and the

RENAULTMOTEURS
• Powertrain business
development unit of Renault
• Sells to other automakers
• Engines from 1.0 to 3.5 litres
• Manual, automatic and AMT
transmissions
• Fully responsible for engine and
transmission integration into
client vehicles
• Network of engineering partners,
including Ricardo
• 2004 sales: 340,000 gearboxes,
240,000 engines
• Previous programmes include 1.5
litre K9K diesel in Suzuki Jimny
• Other programmes with GM
trucks, Volvo, Mitsubishi, Proton

Renault’s 1.9 litre diesel had to be adapted for longitudinal
installation in the Grand Vitara, as well as for off-road use

mutual trust relationship,” said Koji
Yamada, SUV vehicle line executive.
“We respected the differences of
each development process, and were
able to take advantage of each other’s
management process. Once we faced
a critical situation, each party provided
strong leadership to overcome the
difficulties according to each
[partner’s] responsibility. As a result,
our mutual trust relationship became
further strengthened.”
Summarising the project, Bernard
Lasnel from Renault stresses
adherence to a challenging timescale
as a particular achievement: “We kept
to the schedule as it was established at
the beginning, and with a good level
of quality in the engineering and the
tuning produced by Ricardo. And we
kept within the budget, which was
important for our final customer,
Suzuki, and for us to continue with
them in the future with other
applications.
“It’s important to have a good level
of confidence between partners; it is
important to be supported by Ricardo,
and I think Suzuki is also interested in
the possibility of working with Ricardo
to develop some functions in the
vehicle in the future. Our philosophy is
to be very close to our customer, to
support them, and to involve our
supplier, like Ricardo.”
Next steps
With the new generation Grand Vitara
successfully launched on the
European markets in gasoline and
diesel forms, and in both the US and
Japan as a gasoline-only model,

SUZUKI

Suzuki is naturally beginning to look
forward to further developments.
As we close for press, a squad of
test vehicles is scaling the 4000-metre
peaks of the Chilean Andes to finalise
hot-weather calibration settings for the
diesel versions to be sold in Latin
America; Suzuki is currently studying
the introduction of the diesel edition
into other non-European territories.
On an engineering level, says Suzuki,
the next steps are to commence
technical development with a view to
reaching future Euro-5 emissions
levels, and also to make continuous
improvements in NVH performance.
Also under consideration is a version
with automatic transmission, and a
three-door edition built on the shorter
wheelbase has been developed for
certain markets.
“The success of this operation was
helped by the very precise scope of
supply and responsibility split of parts
and assembly, says Renault’s Lasnel.
“We’re responsible for the assembly
process, even at Suzuki in Japan. We
audit the company and check the
capability in order to make sure the
product will be reliable and good for
the final customers.”
But for Ian Penny, global director of
diesel engineering at Ricardo, the new
Grand Vitara has been much more
than a simple emissions calibration
programme. “This has been a very
robust and complete calibration signoff for a compact SUV covering all
possible aspects of vehicle usage – the
new Grand Vitara is as well suited to
the pure city environment as it is to
rough terrain or high altitude work.”

• Started, like Toyota, as loom
manufacturer in 1920s
• 1955: launched Suzulight micro car
• 1962: First Isle of Man TT win,
in 50 cc class
• 1970: Launched Jimny
lightweight SUV
• 1979: Alto small car
• 1983: Partnership in India with
Maruti to built Alto
• 1988: First Vitara leisure SUV
• 1989: First production in Canada
• 1993: Hungarian plant opened
• 1997: Second generation
Grand Vitara
• 1998: Alliance with GM
• 2001: Builds minicars for Nissan
• 2002: Cumulative total of
30 million cars sold
• 2004: European-design Swift
small car
• 2005: Third-generation Grand
Vitara
• World’s 12th-biggest automaker
• Built about 1.9 million cars
in 2004
• Built about 2.3 million
motorcycles in 2004
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ENGINEERING
the breakthrough
Powerful, economical and refined, advanced diesel
engines are now clean enough to meet the strictest
future emissions requirements. Nowhere is this more
important than in North America, where diesels are
poised for a big breakthrough. Tony Lewin reports on
the new wave of diesel innovation that promises to
deliver major fuel savings and near-zero emissions

ew dash to diesels” proclaimed
the headline splashed across
the front page of the influential US
industry journal Automotive News as
it reported the 2006 Detroit auto show.
Diesels are back, the paper asserted,
with high tech engines set to take on
hybrids in the fuel economy race.
Citing at least five major automakers
announcing plans to bring diesel
vehicles to the North American market,
the paper said that all vehicle producers
were at least looking at the possibility of
adding diesels to their ranges.
This is a dramatic turnaround for the
world’s largest car market, where
memories linger long and where a
disastrous flirtation with hastilydeveloped diesels in the wake of the
early-80s fuel crisis has left an
undercurrent of suspicion and prejudice
against diesel power. Since the 1980s, in
fact, only Volkswagen and, less
consistently, Mercedes-Benz have
continued to offer diesels in the US.
Yet it is not the world’s supremely
skilful diesel engineers who can claim
credit for the change in mind-set, but
the unavoidable economic truth of fuel
prices. With the cost of gasoline more
than doubling (albeit from a low base)
in the space of two years, American
consumers have at last begun to think

“N

about fuel consumption. The impact on
the market has been profound, with
large, V8-powered SUVs suddenly
falling out of fashion and gasolineelectric hybrids – once the preserve of
image-conscious celebrities – equally
suddenly thrust into the sales spotlight.
This shift caught the US majors
unawares and hit them hard.
Diesel’s big opportunity
The success of hybrids such as the
Toyota Prius, Lexus RX400h and Ford
Escape showed that consumers were
prepared to pay a premium for fuel
economy. Surely, reasoned industry
strategists, those same consumers
would be willing to pay extra for
diesel, with its proven capability of
improving consumption by 25-30 per
cent? In addition, diesels would be
simpler to install than hybrid
powertrains, the premium would be
lower, and, most vitally, the fuel
economy gains would be consistent
rather than disappointing – the most
frequent complaint about hybrids in a
JD Power survey.
However, it is more than the inertia
of the US automotive establishment
that has prevented manufacturers
seizing this opportunity. Federal
emissions legislation is particularly
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strict on two of the diesel’s problem
pollutants – particulate matter (PM)
and NOx – and the recent Tier 2
standards have raised the bar still
higher. Undaunted, European
automakers pressed ahead with
solutions, only to find themselves
frustrated by something completely
out of their control – the high levels of
sulphur in US diesel fuel.
But now, with the North American oil
industry committed to reducing
sulphur to acceptable levels by the end
of this year, the door to diesel would
appear to have been kicked wide open.
Americans don’t want to give up
their large SUVs: diesel power offers
them the chance to maintain this

lifestyle, but at substantially lower
cash and environmental cost; the
ruggedness and strong torque of
diesel engines are powerful attractions
too. And on the broader political level,
the significance of the US
administration’s apparent awakening
to at least some of the implications of
the global warming debate is not to be
underestimated.
This is a once in a lifetime chance
for diesel to catch on in North
America, and thus a chance for the
diesel engine to become a global
powerplant rather than something
with a merely regional European
focus. This, in turn, could dramatically
boost the business case for
developing new diesel designs.
NOx is the big hurdle
So much for the new-found economics
of diesel power. The technological case
is, if anything, even more complex
and revolves principally around the
new Tier 2 (and in California LEV 2)
emissions limits that are just
beginning to bite. It is these rules that
have changed the game and swung
the world’s diesel focus away from
Europe and firmly onto the US.
“Tier 2 Bin 5 is the 50-state standard
that we need to achieve,” says Ian

Penny, director of diesel engineering
at Ricardo. “It’s a whole order of
magnitude tougher than Euro 5 – in
fact, it will probably set us up for Euro
6, which is almost ten years away.”
Federal and California emissions
standards are fuel neutral: what makes
Bin 5 such a challenge for diesels is
the 0.07 grams per mile fleet average
it imposes for NOx emissions, to be
maintained over 120,000 miles
(193,000 km). The most likely Euro 5
equivalent is a generous-looking 0.2
g/km ( approx 0.32g/mile), roughly five
times as lenient as the US standard.
With US consumers already having
shown themselves open to fuelefficient vehicles, all that would
appear to stand between the
automakers and the exploitation of a
huge and eager market is the
significant hurdle of 0.07 g/mile NOx.
And while the impending availability
of low sulphur diesel will provide a
significant enabler, the scale of the
challenge of meeting Bin 5, now
preoccupying diesel engineers the
world over, cannot be underestimated.
Ricardo is devoting significant
resources to the development of diesel
engines capable of meeting Bin 5
standards and is actively involved in
programmes with a number of leading
vehicle makers. But it’s far from alone.
At last September’s Frankfurt auto
show DaimlerChrysler announced a
major diesel initiative for the US, with a
suite of advanced technologies under
the general label of Bluetec powering a
range of five different models. BMW,
too, has said it will launch within three
years. Honda, another engineering
powerhouse, has said that it expects to
sell more diesel cars in the US than in
Europe, and is embarking on the
development of a new generation of
diesel engines. At present, it has only a
single diesel in its range.
“There are a lot challenges,” says
Ricardo’s Ian Penny. “But that also means
there are a lot of opportunities, too.”
USA-bound: diesel versions of (from left to
right) Mercedes-Benz GL, Volkswagen Jetta
and, possibly Jeep Grand Cherokee

Facing the challenge
Those in the auto business with longer
memories have already been struck by
the similarity between the position
diesel is now in, and situation gasoline
technology found itself in during the
late 1960s. Confronted with the
looming spectre of emissions
regulations of daunting severity,
gasoline engineers did not know which
way to turn to cut the output of
pollutants: they tried a whole raft of
technologies, including air pumps,
secondary air injection, double ignition
and exhaust gas recirculation, often in
complex combinations, before settling
on the three-way catalyst and lambda
sensor as the optimum solution.
Faced with the imminent threat of
Tier 2 Bin 5, today’s diesel engineers are
vastly better prepared and have
enormous resources at their disposal.
Yet, says Ian Penny, they too have a
bewildering array of levers to pull and
can be forgiven for not yet being certain
which particular technology will be the
one that eventually wins out. Speaking
about the industry in general, he says:
“everyone’s on a steep learning curve in
the run-up to a big emissions standard.
Things will simplify themselves later
when it becomes clear what the best
solutions are, and we’ll begin to see a
general convergence.”
Nevertheless, insists Penny, there is
already a strong measure of
consensus on what needs to happen
within the engine, especially in terms
of combustion and boosting. Here, the
focus has turned firmly to that of
minimising raw engine-out emissions,
especially those of NOx. This is a
concept termed ACTION (Advanced
Combustion To Improve engine-Out
NOx) by Ricardo’s diesel engineers,
and is intended to give the lowest total
system cost through integration of
cost effective aftertreatment as well as
providing a platform for existing and
future standards below Tier 2 Bin 5.
And it is in the area of aftertreatment,
where the components are frequently
bulky, fragile and with an expensively
elevated precious metal content, that
most of today’s debate resides.

Selective Catalytic Reduction fluid delivery
system from Mercedes-Benz will enable
compliance with 2007 US NOx regulations

Minimising raw NOx emissions
The first step towards minimising
engine-out NOx is to eliminate the
high gas temperatures that give rise to
it. A trend towards lower compression
ratios and higher rates of EGR
(exhaust gas recirculation) is already
well established. Strategic use of
boosting can help, too.
The good news here is that diesel is
at last about to obtain its own version
of electronic closed-loop feedback
control, which enabled gasoline
engines to make such huge strides in
the 1970s and 1980s. Now, diesels will
be able to control themselves
intelligently thanks to glow plugs
which sense the real-time pressure in
each cylinder and relay the
information back to the ECU, which is
then able to prescribe the optimum
injection, boost and possibly even
valve operation strategy.
Put simply, closed loop control will
enable engineers to control the
combustion process itself – something
that until now has always had to be
left to fixed, pre-programmed
parameters. Stroke by stroke, the
diesel will be running at the very peak
of its efficiency.
“This tool is an important enabler,”
observes Penny. “It’s relatively
expensive, but it does give us an extra
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Aftertreatment system for the new Mercedes
GL 320 SUV – one of the first diesel vehicles to
meet US Tier 2 Bin 5 requirements

dimension of control and the potential
to achieve very low emissions
consistently over life in high volume
production.” The steady rise in
available injection pressures is
bringing benefits, too. Already, Bosch
has announced common-rail systems
developing over 2000 bar: just a few
years ago, 1300 bar was considered
impressive. The importance of everhigher pressure is shown by Bosch’s
estimate that the jump from 1600 to
2500 bar would, alone, result in a 20
per cent reduction in the formation of
NOx and PM within the cylinder.
The advent of piezo-electric injectors
is giving engine designers unheard of
freedoms when it comes to deciding
the number of injection pulses as well
as the size and timing of those pulses.
Ricardo engineers have shown that
through the optimisation of
combustion system design and incylinder conditions such as oxygen
concentration and air/fuel mixing,
major cuts in NOx formation can be
achieved. The first stage of technology
has delivered NOx reductions of over
60 per cent without the need for highly
expensive and risky solutions such as
early injection, variable valvetrain or
variable geometry turbocharger
technology. These further technologies
offer additional gains, but the
economics become less favourable.

In this respect research engines are
tending towards the characteristics of
the still-experimental HCCI – for
Homogeneous Charge Compression
Ignition – where mixtures are leaner
and, of course, homogeneous. This
concept promises the potential for
NOx levels 80 to 90 per cent lower
than at present. Many OEMs and Tier
1s are working intensively on HCCI
and Ricardo expects to see its various
elements, such as lower compression,
intensified cooled EGR and
sophisticated air charging, introduced
one by one onto production diesel
engines.
Aftertreatment – ideas still differ
The US standards, Euro 5 and the new
Japanese regulations make one thing
clear: almost every diesel vehicle will
have to be fitted with a particulate
filter (DPF) to ensure PM emissions
below 0.005 g/km. This technology is
well established and sufficiently
effective that it’s no longer part of the
debate. But apart from DPFs there is
little consensus when it comes to
dealing with the other pollutants in the
gases emerging from the engine –
especially the all-important NOx.
Two main systems are in the frame –
see panel below – and each has its
backers and its critics. Until recently,
for light duty vehicles, the NOx

storage catalyst, also known as the
Lean NOx Trap (LNT), has been
considered to be a leading contender,
especially in North America.
Currently gaining favour, however, is
urea-based Selective Catalytic
Reduction, or SCR. This process,
favoured notably by Mercedes-Benz
for both passenger cars and heavy
duty vehicles is a continuous one and
requires no periodic regeneration.
“There are a lot of people beginning
to push SCR quite hard now,” reveals
Ian Penny. “Mercedes is going for it in
2008, and it’s perhaps benefiting from
uncertainty about fuel quality and
fears about the effect widespread LNT
use could have on the price of
precious metals.”
In general, Ricardo is progressing
both LNT and SCR solutions with
clients, depending on region.
“Technology maturity and legislator
positions are not fully established and
this is forcing our clients to cover
many bases,” explains Ian Penny.
Heavy duty diesel
A notable feature of recent
developments is the gradual
convergence not just of HDD standards
and solutions across continents, but also
a hint of common thinking between the
HD and light duty (LD) sectors.
Awareness of CO2 emissions has
spread in the LD sector from Europe and
Japan to North America; in the HD
sector it has to some extent been selfregulating as cost-conscious operators
have sought to minimise fuelling costs.
In Japan, however, HDD manufacturers
have to adhere to an aggressive
consumption-reduction timetable
targeted at boosting economy by 12 per
cent between 2002 and 2015.
Currently, HD diesel manufacturers
have adopted alternative approaches

Euro 5 and US Tier 2 emissions standards
Euro V (proposed) g/km

US Federal Tier 2, light vehicles, full useful life, all fuels, g/km

Gasoline

diesel

Bin 1

Bin 2

Bin 3

Bin 4

Bin 5

Bin 6

Bin 7

NOx

0.060

0.200

0.000

0.012

0.019

0.025

0.044

0.062

0.093

PM

0.005

0.005

0.000

0.006

0.006

0.006

0.006

0.006

0.012

CO

1.000

0.500

0.000

1.305

1.305

1.305

2.610

2.610

2.610

Sources: Ricardo EMLEG database; Euro 5 limits provisional. US figures converted from official g/mile values
Under Tier 2 Federal US regulations, automakers must attain a fleet average equivalent to Bin 5 by 2007. This can be achieved by selling more vehicles in lower
Bins to balance sales of higher-emission models. Tier 1 is zero emissions.
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globally, with EGR being the key
approach in US and Japan, but with
SCR being the ascending technology.
“The majority of European heavy truck
makers are launching their Euro IV
trucks with SCR in time for the October
2006 deadline,” explains Andrew
Skipton-Carter, project director for
heavy-duty engines at Ricardo. “In
addition, most will be offering Euro V
versions of the same trucks with
recalibrated SCR systems. Although
SCR is an exhaust aftertreatment system
it has demonstrated good durability and
has possibly the best NOx conversion
potential.”
DaimlerChrysler has already sold
several thousand heavy trucks in the
European market equipped with SCR.
Towards zero emissions
It is hard to imagine the diesel engine,
once derided as noisy, smoky,
sluggish and suitable only for taxis,
tractors and trucks, as a near-zero
emissions powerplant. But this is
precisely what Ricardo is working on
right now.
In collaboration with a major player
in the global auto industry, Ricardo
has embarked on an ambitious
programme to develop and
demonstrate a diesel engine capable
of achieving US SULEV / Tier 2 Bin 2 –
the most stringent exhaust emission
standard ever devised, and just one
notch above zero-emissions level. The
maximum permitted NOx output of
0.02 g/mile makes it sixteen times
tighter than the value for Euro 5.
So ambitious is this target that an
Ricardo advanced diesel roadmap shows
likely evolution of technologies to 2020

interim objective of the programme
will be to achieve Tier 2 Bin 5 emission
levels at the engine-out stage, with no
NOx aftertreatment whatsoever.
Further advances can be anticipated in
the area of aftertreatment, too: the
partners in the programme are
working on a NOx-reduction system
which eliminates the need for periodic
servicing.
“Ultimately,” says Ian Penny, “our goal
is to get to fuel-based selective catalytic
reduction – where the hydrocarbon from
the fuel is used as the reactant instead of
ammonia from urea.”
Prospects
Both Andrew Skipton-Carter and Ian
Penny are confident that Ricardo, for
one, has technologies and
countermeasures that will enable
compliance with the toughest future
emissions regulations. The main focus
now is to ensure these solutions are
cost effective: here the policy of
minimising engine-out emissions will
mean less burden being placed on
aftertreatment systems, traditionally
one of the costliest, most troublesome
and hard-to-package elements.
Adaptive engine management will
play an increasingly important role,
too, not only in controlling
combustion mechanisms but also in
ensuring the self-regulation of those
systems throughout the lifespan of the
vehicle.
And it will be a proud moment
indeed for the diesel when this oncedismissed engine takes its place in the
line-up of leading super ultra low
emissions technologies on tomorrow’s
squeaky-clean streets.

Competing De-NOx
technologies:
how they work
NOx storage catalyst (LNT)
When the engine is operating with
normal lean exhaust gas, NOx is
stored as nitrates on the catalyst. At
appropriate intervals the stored
NOx must be regenerated by
supplying a spike of rich exhaust
gas. This rich exhaust gas firstly
releases the NOx prior to reduction
to nitrogen. This can be achieved by
either changing the engine
conditions or by injecting additional
fuel using an exhaust injector.
Thankfully, only a very short rich
event lasting a couple of seconds is
needed every 30 to 60 seconds
depending on the engine and
aftertreatment conditions.
Unfortunately the process is very
difficult to control as exactly the
right amount of rich species must
be supplied – and this depends on
the NOx level, temperature and
catalyst condition. All this
complexity leads to major
challenges. As well as the
calibration headache, some key
concerns such as oil dilution,
catalyst durability and high
precious metal content must be
addressed.
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
A metered feed of urea, a fluid
containing the reductant NH3, is
added as the vehicle drives, and the
reaction in the exhaust system is
effective in reducing the exhaust
gases’ NOx content as it passes
through. Against SCR’s positives of
lower cost and improved durability
must be set the complexity of the
additional fluid delivery system and
the need to top up the fluid in service.
It is important to note that SCR is
not about simply bolting on a mini
chemical plant: there are also
significant challenges. Ricardo
programmes are showing that
thermal management, DPF
regeneration interaction, strategy
for NH3 slip control, OBD and user
interface strategy are critical
elements in both light and heavy
duty applications. Programmes
have shown that by integrating the
Ricardo ACTION approach, NOx can
be controlled sufficiently to enable
the urea to be re-filled at the
vehicle’s regular service interval.
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Ford strategic outsourcing

Faced with unprecedented increase in
demand for its advanced diesel engines,
Ford Motor Company set about
developing a highly innovative
outsourcing model aimed at providing an
optimal mix of complementary
technology and resource while
guaranteeing best value. Anthony Smith
talks to Ford’s diesel engineering team
about the success of this approach

OPTIMISEDOUTSOURCING
uch has changed at Ford
Motor Company’s Dagenham
facility over the past decade.
Although vehicle assembly has long
departed this sprawling complex on
the eastern fringes of London, there is
something of an industrial renaissance
underway. In the midst of all this
regeneration, perhaps the most
impressive centrepiece is the Ford
Dagenham Diesel Centre, opened in
2003 amid a fanfare of publicity by
Prime Minister Tony Blair.
But Ford’s focus on diesel is far
more than a public relations exercise.
The strategic investment made by the
company in diesel technology has
been reflected in its European sales
figures: between 2000 and 2004,
Ford’s European diesel sales volume
grew year on year by a cumulative
total of over 66 per cent to exceed
788,000 units. Over the same period
the diesel proportion of its sales rose
from 30 per cent to 48 per cent: the
company now has a significant
position in all major EU markets,
including second in diesel sales in
Italy, and almost equalling the volume
of market leader VW in the UK.
This success has been based on a
solid foundation of new products
including the 1.4/1.6 family, 2.0 and 2.2
litre passenger car engines, dedicated
LCV engines and the Premium V6.
These engines are developed in-house
by Ford and also together with PSA
Peugeot Citroën, with whom Ford has
a highly successful co-operation
agreement for the development and
production of light, efficient and clean
diesel engines. Under this agreement,
the two partners have already shared
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the design and production of four
phases of common rail direct injection
diesel engines, each addressing
different market segments but all
sharing common characteristics of
outstanding fuel economy, excellent
refinement, clean combustion and
outstanding performance. The general
architecture and base engine design of
each phase are the responsibility of
either Ford or PSA, and the production
is shared with the other partner across
the companies’ combined product
ranges within each engine family’s
target market segment. This cooperation agreement operates in
parallel with the on-going
development of in-house Ford diesels,
whose origins pre-date the agreement
or which do not come within the scope
of the agreement but nonetheless
form part of the Ford and Premier
Automotive Group (Jaguar, Land
Rover, Volvo, Aston Martin) product
portfolios.
Making a new start
Towards the end of the 1990s it was
clear to Ford that a new emphasis
would be needed in diesel
engineering. The increasing demand
for diesels in Europe was already
becoming apparent and the company
needed both to develop new engine
architectures and to continue
improving the performance,
refinement and emissions
conformance of its existing engine
platforms.
This time of re-evaluation coincided
with the appointment of Phil Lake as
the chief engineer of diesel
engineering for Ford of Europe.
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A career Ford man then in his early
forties, Lake had spent his entire
working life in a variety of engineering
and powertrain roles, including
periods in Valencia and Detroit. Having
returned to the UK in 1997, he had
already occupied a number of senior
positions in diesel engineering before
taking on its most senior role in 2000.
“It was clear that the European
market for diesels was expanding
rapidly,” explains Lake. “We realised
that our product development needs
would require capacity beyond that
available from within the Ford
organisation.”
The company accepted that some
internal growth and specialist skills
development would be needed, but
the question was how far the business
should be grown organically and how
much it should rely upon external
suppliers. There was a practical limit
on the capacity to grow internally – so
the fundamental question was how
the additional resource would be
deployed strategically across the
company’s product programmes.
“The most obvious approach,”
continues Lake, “would have been to
spread the work around a multitude of
vendors at a discrete task level,
something that we had frequently
done in the past. This method ensures
that you get lowest price as you are
continually testing the market, but it
does not necessarily assure best value
as it does not enable a close working
relationship of trust to be built up.”
Value as distinct from price is an
important consideration for a leading
global player like Ford, where the
ability to deliver a programme early to

market, to excel in product attributes
such as performance, durability and
quality, or to engineer products for
minimum manufacturing cost can
deliver benefits which are both
significant and enduring.
While there are many suppliers of
engineering services in Europe, it was
understandable that Ford would at
least want to explore the option of
developing such a relationship with
Ricardo. “Looking at the market it is
clear that Ford is the biggest engine
developer and manufacturer in the
UK, while Ricardo is the largest engine
consultant in the UK,” says Lake. “I
firmly believe that working in a single,
geographically close environment
provides the potential for a relatively
efficient outsourcing relationship.”
But while the fundamental potential
was clearly apparent, it was essential
that the detail of any such outsourcing
relationship would be designed to
meet the specific product and
Ford’s Dagenham Diesel Centre (left) and
the new Transit powered by the latest Duratorq
engine (below)

organisational needs of Ford. There
would be absolutely no prospect of a
cosy, sole-supplier arrangement; any
out-sourcing would need to have a
transparent mechanism for the
demonstration of all aspects of best
value, including technology, specific
expertise and programme delivery, as
well as price.
Root and branch dialogue
Lake’s appointment to the most senior
diesel engineering role at Ford
paralleled that of his counterpart at
Ricardo, Ian Penny, who was appointed
as director of diesel engineering at
around the same time. The two initiated
a root and branch dialogue involving
key representatives of each company’s
senior technical management and their
respective purchasing and commercial
teams. The challenge set out was to
define an outsourcing relationship
which, while ensuring rigorous
standards of best-value testing, would
enable Ricardo to operate as an
integral supporting part of Ford’s diesel
engineering organisation focused on
programme delivery.

Ricardo was given three strict overarching criteria which had to be met
both over time and across all
programme engagements. Firstly, in
order to qualify for and to maintain its
position as engineering partner,
Ricardo would have to maintain a
globally competitive core expertise in
powertrain and diesel technology and
product engineering. In this context,
Lake cites the example of the highly
complex area of diesel cylinder head
design and predictive analysis as one
such area in which Ricardo has a lot of
experience. Secondly, as a supplier,
Ricardo must be able to accept
projects on a specified deliverables
basis and complete them both to time
and to the agreed objectives within an
agreed, fixed budget. Finally, it would
have to continually demonstrate best
value both through a transparent
matrix of pre-agreed charges
reflecting the true costs of different
types of activity, and through frequent
competitive tender on individual
programmes.
As Ian Penny explains, a lengthy
confidence-building process was
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Ford strategic outsourcing

The Euro IVMondeo
Launched at the Frankfurt motor
show in 2003, Mondeo was the first
Ford diesel model to be certified to
Euro IV emissions. Its Duratorq
engine was redesigned with a
completely new FIE and
combustion system. The Euro IV
Mondeo diesel was widely praised
in the media for its performance
and refinement.
Ricardo support to this
programme includes a large team
of engineers working alongside
Ford under the leadership of then
chief engineer for the Mondeo
diesel, Andrew Fraser, at both
Dagenham and Dunton, as well as
at a dedicated project office at
Ricardo. In addition to being
delivered to a compressed
schedule, the programme achieved
stretch targets for power and
torque, and careful engineering of
the EGR system resulted in a unit
cost reduction.
More recently a team from
Ricardo has been working under
the leadership of Bill Carnochan,
responsible for the calibration of all
Ford-branded diesel vehicles, on
the 2006 Mondeo variant fitted with
a new coated diesel particulate filter
system (C-DPF). While the existing
product already meets Euro IV
emissions, the new C-DPF system
provides a highly attractive
additive- and maintenance-free
solution for those markets where
fitment of a DPF is an emerging
customer expectation.

137 PS Puma upgrade
for Transit

required to achieve this: “We spent
long periods with the commercial
team, for example, examining the cost
of different types of work, including
for example whether Ricardo or Ford
IT infrastructure, test facilities and
back-up services would be used. More
importantly than this, we invested
considerable efforts on both sides to
identify the mechanisms by which the
two companies’ engineering
capabilities could work seamlessly
together across functions ranging
from base engine design and CAE to
vehicle calibration. In this way the
support provided by Ricardo at all
levels could be delivered in the most
efficient as well as effective and valueadding manner. ”A particular example
of an aspect in which process level
improvements were delivered by
Ricardo through this close relationship
is cited by Penny as being in the
automated test-bed based calibration
technology developed by the company
which can provide significant time and
cost benefits in streamlining this
aspect of powertrain development.
With the methodology of programme
delivery using support from Ricardo
well defined, it was equally vital to
provide on-going reassurance of the
company’s commitment to continue
developing its core expertise in diesel
technology. “We invest considerable
sums in our diesel research activities,
assessing the potential technologies of
the next decade as well as those for
current model year programmes,”
explains Penny, ”and we try to provide
regular feedback to our larger
customers such as Ford so that we can
jointly discuss and share opinions
regarding the technical strategic
options of the future.”

The second generation, commonrail, VGT 2.4 Duratorq announced in
early 2004 was the most powerful
engine yet to appear in the Ford
Transit. Ricardo involvement in this
programme was significant, with a
team of engineers working under
the leadership of Mark Eden, Ford
chief engineer for the Duratorq
engine. The Ricardo team supported
many aspects of the programme
from base engine design to vehicle
calibration, using a similar
infrastructure of project offices and
on-site engineering staff to that for
the Mondeo programme. The 137
PS Duratorq remains the flagship
Transit powertrain configuration
and offers unparalleled
performance and refinement.
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Programme level focus
With the commercial framework of the
collaboration established, Ford then
needed to decide upon the most
appropriate means by which it could
bring Ricardo support into play in its
product development programmes.
Following internal discussion it was
decided that this could be clustered
at two levels. In order to provide
maximum advantage to Ford it
was decided to focus the majority
of Ricardo support on a single
engine architecture: the
Duratorq engine used in
different forms in the
Mondeo, Jaguar X-Type and
the Transit commercial vehicle.
This was an architecture with
which Ricardo was already very
familiar and had considerable prior
experience. Ricardo was asked to
provide significant resource to a
number of major Duratorq
programmes, operating within the
framework of the Ford product
development organisation and
systems. This support was to be
provided on a defined deliverables
basis, allowing both companies to
share elements of risk and reward. The
Ricardo project teams would be fully
integrated with and operate as a part
of the Ford product development
organisation, working both at Ford
locations and in a dedicated project
facility at Ricardo, with secure IT links
operating as an extension of Ford’s
own in-house systems.
Allocating significant external
support to Duratorq programmes
enabled Ford to focus far more of its
available internal resource on the
development of its new Vengine. “It’s
not often that an OEM develops a

The new 2.2 litre Duratorq commercial
vehicle engine (above). V6 diesels on the
Dagenham assembly line (below right).
The Mondeo (below left) was the first Ford
diesel model certified to Euro 5

completely new engine architecture,”
explains Lake, “so this one was very
important for us. It was a premium
engine line in which it was important
to us to demonstrate a top-to-bottom
design and development capability
from scratch.”
In addition to its programme-level
responsibilities, Ricardo is also called
upon to provide specific expert
assistance to in-house programmes.
This form of support can range from
specific aspects of specialist testing
and analysis work such as NVH
refinement and CAE studies, through
to the provision of support in aspects
of the vehicle calibration of the Ford
diesel engines. Lake identifies a
particular advantage of the use of
external support, even on such an adhoc basis, as being the ability to draw
in additional resource depending on
programme needs: “We need our
supplier partners to be able to bring
additional expert assistance to a
programme at short notice when the
need arises.”
On-going product development
While the majority of the resource
provided by Ricardo to Ford’s diesel
engineering activity has related to the

development of new models,
there are two further areas in
which the company provides
expertise to augment the inhouse team’s on-going
engineering efforts. The first
is in the area of warranty
management, where a team of
Ricardo engineers supports the
investigation of field data in
order to analyse reported inservice concerns and root causes,
advising on potential corrective
action as appropriate.
The second is in a process which
Ford calls Team Value Management,
whereby existing product designs
are evaluated in a systematic
manner in order to investigate areas
where product value can be
enhanced. This team works with
component suppliers of all parts in
production to achieve this, for
example through changes to the
design or manufacturing process, or
perhaps considering the re-sourcing of
manufacturing to a lower-cost
environment. In addition to releasing
members of Lake’s in-house team for
on-going programmes, he cites the
particular skills of the Ricardo
engineers as being well suited to these
investigative and diagnostic functions.
Lessons learned
It was inevitable that some lessons
would be learned in the early stages,
and Lake in particular cites the need to
educate elements of the component
and system supply chain. Some
suppliers were initially instinctively
more responsive to input from their
OEM customer than to that of its
engineering partner, but by adapting
the process and by providing some of
Ford’s own experience in the
management of large programmes,
such problems were rapidly
eliminated.
Perhaps the most important test of
the relationship with Ricardo however,
has been in the track record of new
Ford products developed with the
company’s support. This highly
optimised outsourcing relationship
has helped to deliver products which
have both attracted many plaudits
from the motoring press and been
highly successful in the market.
Following this success in the products
of Ford and its sister PAG brands, its
positive impact will soon extend
through the new 2.2 litre dedicated
commercial vehicle engine into both a
new generation Transit and the brands
of PSA and its partners.

Duratorq upgrade
A new version of the Duratorq
engine was announced in October
2005 and is the first engine within
the co-operation agreement
between Ford and PSA Peugeot
Citroën to be optimised for light
commercial vehicle applications.
A continuation of the work of the
team responsible to Mark Eden, this
new engine is a further example of
the positive outcome of the close
involvement and support provided
by Ricardo. The new engine is a
radical development of the previous
Duratorq architecture and is
designed specifically to deliver
attributes of value to light truck
applications, offering a unique
solution in terms of durability,
performance, refinement and
reliability. The fixed geometry
turbocharger of the entry-level
versions offers a highly costcompetitive solution for many fleet
operators, while the variablegeometry alternative offers greater
torque at lower speeds and enables
the turbo to adapt to the needs of
the driver. This is achieved by the
electronic control of the vane
angles of the turbocharger,
enabling more accurate control of
boost pressure over a wider
operating range. Extensive
optimisation of the block structure
using CAE methods achieved a
weight saving of 15 per cent
compared with the previous design.

The Premium V6

Assistance provided by Ricardo to
Steve Gill, Ford chief engineer for
this premium product was focused
on support to specific technical
teams including control strategy,
mechanical and thermal analysis,
CFD and NVH development.
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Ricardo News

Autocar award for 2/4SIGHT engine
he Ricardo 2/4SIGHT gasoline
engine was announced as winner
of the Safety and Technology category
at the highly prestigious 2005 Autocar
awards ceremony held in London in
November. This advanced and
innovative engine concept was
recognised for its potential to deliver
an improvement of up to 30 per cent
in fuel consumption and CO2
emissions, together with class leading
performance
The 2/4SIGHT engine concept is
based on an innovative design of
combustion system combined with
advanced valve train and control
technologies, enabling automatic
switching between two- and fourstroke operation. By matching the
control strategy to make best use of
the 2/4SIGHT engine’s capabilities,
simulation studies have shown that
the concept has the potential to
deliver up to 30 per cent benefit in fuel
consumption and reduced CO2
emissions via aggressive engine
downsizing. Indeed 2/4SIGHT
promises similar CO2 emissions yet
lower production costs than a
conventional diesel engine.
It has also demonstrated
compliance with Euro 4 emissions
standards and the potential to adapt to
meet future standards as applied to
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Tim Lake picking up
the award

conventional
gasoline engines.
Equally important
from the
perspective of
customer
acceptability,
however, the
concept offers the
potential of highly
attractive driving
characteristics,
with class leading
torque delivery.
The 2/4SIGHT
consortium includes Ricardo, DENSO,
Ma 2T4, the University of Brighton
and Brunel University, with the
support of a number of automotive
manufacturers. Following detailed
system simulation which confirmed
the potential for the engine, the
project team has recently produced
the detailed design of a proof of
concept prototype engine which will
be constructed and tested in mid 2006.
This £1.9m stage of the project is part
funded by the UK Department of Trade
and Industry under its Technology
Programme, with the partners
contributing the balancing cost of the
project. The targets of the research

programme will be to validate the
benefits predicted in the earlier
simulation work through investigative
testing of a research engine.
“It is extremely pleasing that
Autocar has chosen to recognise the
potential of the 2/4SIGHT
engine’”explained Tim Lake, Ricardo
chief engineer – advanced gasoline
engines, on accepting the award.
“Together with our industry partners
we look forward to testing the first
prototype engine next year and hope
to demonstrate potential of the
2/4SIGHT concept to reduce emissions
and improve the overall performance
characteristics of future vehicles.”

Aftertreatment & Transient Calibration focus for DoE consortium

The highly successful Design of
Experiments (DoE) for Powertrain
Engineering consortium, DEPE,
moves into its fourth phase in 2006
with plans to focus upon the
development of optimisation
methods for exhaust aftertreatment
system development.
Originally established in 2000,
DEPE brings together a wide range

of automotive industry
partners with the
common objective of
developing tools and
techniques for engine
development and
calibration. Consortium
participants have
included Bosch,
Caterpillar/Perkins,
Cummins, DAF,
DaimlerChrysler,
Denso, General
Motors, Hino, Iveco,
Peugeot-Citroën, Renault, Scania,
Schenck and Siemens in addition to
Ricardo. The initial stages of DEPE
focused upon the development of
DoE tools for ‘global’ modelling - the
advanced method for diesel and
gasoline engine calibration - and
these have been further refined into
an integrated suite of capabilities.
Throughout the life of the
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consortium, a number of new
members have joined and the list of
development topics addressed has
reflected the needs of this expanded
membership. In recent years DEPE
has focused on aspects of engine
development such as steady state
and transient engine calibration,
emissions robustness, regeneration
mode calibration, and OBD and
holistic engine and transmission
optimisation.
In the year ahead the consortium
will focus upon further refinement of
its transient engine calibration tools
as well as development of new
approaches for deNOx system
calibration and diesel aftertreatment
simulation. DEPE remains open to
applications from new member
companies. Further information
may be obtained at
www.ricardo.com/depe or by e-mail
to depe@ricardo.com.

GM Global V6 named as top ten engine
M’s
prestigious
2.8 litre
turbocharged
V6 engine as
installed in the
Saab 9-3 was
nominated as
one of Ward’s
10 Best
Engines for
2006. Now in
its 12th year,
the annual Ward's 10 Best Engines
competition continues as the industry
barometer of powertrain
development. During a two-month
testing period, Ward's editors evaluate
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each engine according to a number of
objective and subjective criteria in
everyday driving situations – there is
no instrumented testing. Each engine
competes against all others. Ward's
believes this process recognizes
engines used in a wide range of
vehicle segments, while the head-tohead format generates just 10 clearcut
winners free of the “categories” that
could dilute such a competition.
The Global V6 family, of which the
Saab 2.8 litre turbo is one of the latest
product introductions, was developed
with the assistance of Ricardo as
described in the previous issue of RQ
(see RQ 2005/Q4). As well as being
nominated as one of Ward’s 10 Best

Engines, the Saab engine attracted high
praise from the judges. According to
Chris Banks, “there are few engines as
refined and pleasant as this one.
Cycling through the gears, the
expected whiff of turbo lag is almost
non-existent, as the peak torque of
258 lb.ft. (350 Nm) is available from
2000 all the way to 4800 rev/min.”
Fellow judge, Bill Visnic, was particularly
impressed by its acceleration: “We
would put the Saab 9-3 Aero's in-gear
acceleration up against anything in its
class, or against anything a class or two
above. There are few V-8 sport sedans,
for instance, that can run away when
the full turbocharged fury of this 2.8l V-6
is deployed.”

Global
management
team is
strengthened
number of key new
appointments have underscored
a strengthening of Ricardo’s
international senior management
team, including a new president of
Ricardo Japan, business
development director for the UK
operations and directors respectively
of the global vehicle and global
heavy duty diesel product groups.
Akio Okamura joins Ricardo as
president of the Japanese subsidiary
from his previous position as partner
and Asia representative of the
Automotive Competence Centre of
international strategic consultancy,
Roland Berger Ltd.
A mechanical engineer with an
MBA from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Okamura
spent the early part of his career with
Nissan Motor Company before
joining A.T. Kearney as principal of
its Japanese Automotive Practice. In
this new role as president of Ricardo
Japan Ltd, Okamura will be based at
the company’s Tokyo offices which
were formally opened in October
2005.
Raúl Meyer Murguía joins the
company as direct of business
development for Ricardo UK. Meyer
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comes to Ricardo from Capgemini
where he was vice president of the
Global Manufacturing, High Tech and
Automotive Unit based in
Düsseldorf, Germany. Prior to this,
Meyer was vice president of
marketing, sales and global business
development for automotive Tier 1
supplier Valeo SA of France, having
previously held positions with
Mannesmann VDO AG, consultants
McKinsey & Company, and A.T.
Kearney. An industrial engineer with
both masters and doctorate degrees
in business administration, Meyer
has joint Mexican and German
nationality.
Don Irvine joins Ricardo having
recently returned to the UK from
Spain where he was overseas
programme director for Nissan
Europe NV. A career automotive
engineer, Irvine spent a number of
years at both MIRA and Rover before
joining Nissan, where he spent
fourteen years at the company’s
European operations. During this
time he developed considerable and
wide-ranging skills and expertise in
vehicle engineering, including
product planning and major
programme delivery. Irvine takes

Above (left to right): Don Irving, Peter Heuser,
Raul Meyer and Akio Okamura.

over as director of Ricardo’s Global
Vehicle Product Group from Bob
Allsopp, who will now take
managerial responsibility for the
running of the Midlands Technical
Centre, one of the company’s largest
engineering facilities.
Ricardo’s Global Heavy Duty Diesel
Product Group is similarly
strengthened with the appointment
of Dr. Peter Heuser as its director, a
role which he will combine with
responsibility for all aspects of
engine engineering for Ricardo in
Germany. A mechanical engineer
specialising in combustion engines,
Heuser obtained his doctorate from
the University of Aachen. He
subsequently joined FEV, where he
specialised in areas such as variable
valvetrain technology and was
ultimately promoted to the position
of manager for Advanced Engine
Components. In 1992 Heuser cofounded specialist engine technology
consultancy, Meta Motoren-und
Energie-Technik GmbH, where he
was both partner and managing
director.
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Ricardo transmission powers Grand Prix Masters
he inaugural race of the new onemake series formula, Grand Prix
Masters, took place at the Kyalami
International raceway in South Africa
on November 13th 2005.
Grand Prix Masters tests the race
experience, driving skills and sheer
nerve of the its drivers who compete
against each other on the level playing
field of nominally identical, 600
horsepower cars equipped with only
minimal electronic aids. Yet as the
name of the series implies, these
drivers are no strangers to
competition. Those eligible to get
behind the wheel in Grand Prix
Masters must have competed in
Formula 1 for at least two complete
seasons. From its inception, the
formula has also aimed to present a
true seniors’ competition rivalling
those of the international tennis and
golf circuits.
As such, drivers must be at least 45
years of age and must have retired
from all forms of open-wheel racing.
The list of those attracted to compete
in Grand Prix Masters thus reads like
the hall of fame of recent grand prix
history: included in the roll of honour
are former world champions Nigel
Mansell and Emerson Fittipaldi. The
single-type nature of the formula,
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coupled with the fact that drivers
compete for a share of the prize pool,
provides the basis for a true battle of
racing skill and a compelling spectacle
for the sport’s fans.
Manufactured by Delta Motorsport,
the Grand Prix Masters car was
conceived in the form of styling
sketches as recently as June 2005, just
five months in advance of the inaugural
race. As with any competition
application, durability, robustness
and low weight were all-important
considerations. It was essential, too,
that the transmission could provide
value for money but, most vitally of all,
says Delta technical director Nick
Carpenter, “the key was that it needed
to be race-proven”.
Given the extremely tight build
schedule of the car itself, there would
be minimal time available for
significant vehicle-based transmission
development. Ricardo was able to
meet the combined requirements of
Grand Prix Masters and Delta with an
advanced, 6-speed, sequential shift
transmission with pneumatic semiautomatic gear-shift. This unit had
already been well proven in the World
Series by Renault as well as in the
Infiniti Pro series, where executive
director Roger Bailey describes the

Mitsubishi wins again at Dakar
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faultless reliability of the Ricardo
transmission used in these series as
being “almost legendary”. As such,
Ricardo was able to offer ultra-reliable,
race-proven technology together with
the comprehensive support required
for a leading-edge motorsport
application.
With the first prototype car run at
Pembrey in late September, the full
complement of 17 Ricardo gearboxes
was delivered in just 12 weeks from
the start of the programme, enabling
Delta to meet its own extremely tight
vehicle production schedule ahead of
November’s first race in South Africa.
So promising was the Kyalami event
that Grand Prix Masters has already
announced a full schedule of races for
2006, including Qatar, Monza and
Silverstone, before returning to South
Africa in November.

The Repsol Mitsubishi Ralliart team again clinched victory in
the 2006 Dakar Rally, with its two Pajero/Montero Evolutions
achieving respectively first and third place overall. The
development and race support of the Ricardo transmission
that delivers the power of these awesome cross country cars
in the extremely harsh competition environment in which they
are used, was described in detail in a previous issue (RQ
Spring 2003). With 2006 marking the Mitsubishi
Pajero/Montero Evolution’s fourth successive Dakar victory,
this continues to be a winning collaboration between Ricardo
and the Repsol Mitsubishi Ralliart team.

